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Arthur Andersen, which had been one of the top five accounting firms, quickly lost clients and partners when
it came under SEC investigation for its role in Enron's collapse, and its federal criminal conviction for
obstruction of justice in sealed the firm's fate. Enron also withdrew a naming-rights deal with the Houston
Astros Major League Baseball club to have its name associated with their new stadium, which was known
formerly as Enron Field now Minute Maid Park. The example essays in Kibin's library were written by real
students for real classes. Former Enron executive Paula Rieker was charged with criminal insider trading and
sentenced to two years probation. What hooks you? All other rights, including commercial rights, are reserved
to the author. What makes you cringe? Many of the investors still trusted Lay and believed that Enron would
rule the market. Investors were told to continue buying stock or hold steady if they already owned Enron
because the stock price would rebound in the near future. Are these essay examples edited? The company then
faced some operational challenges and the stock price started falling since the middle of  Let us now take a
look at the case, as to how it happened and how he changed the world of corporate governance practices in his
aftermath. Despite warnings from prominent consumer groups which stated that this law would give energy
traders too much influence over energy commodity prices, the legislation was passed during December  The
executives and insiders at Enron knew about the offshore accounts that were hiding losses for the company;
the investors, however, did not. It was founded in following the merger of two small regional energy
companies, Houston Natural Gas and InterNorth. Following from the deregulation of sale of natural gas,
Enron experienced increase in revenue and became the largest natural gas trader in North America in  There's
a problem with this paper. Most helpful essay resource ever! Enron was formed by Kenneth Lay in , by
merging two natural gas pipeline companies. McLeon and P. Let us know! At the same time, Enron had
moved from the traditional business model of asset trading at only spot prices, to also financial trading through
long-term contracts. The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, 6th ed. Enron was also accused of manipulating
the electricity markets during the California energy crisis of â€” The techniques of structured
financeâ€”complex financial transactions designed to hedge the risks involved in business activitiesâ€”were
used to enrich some of Enron's corporate officers and hide the firm's financial losses.


